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Learn HTML and cascading style sheet 
scripting for the world wide  web
Learn how to get and send information
/earn how to maNe a simple ¶todo’  list
Hypertext markup language
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Instructions........................................................
Client, server and browser................................
Universal Resource Locators............................
Model View Controller.......................................
Simple HTML and CSS.....................................






What does index.html look like.........................
The syntax of CSS............................................
How forms work when submit is pressed.........
Ruby on rails framework...................................
Welcome the user.............................................
Adding an item to the database........................
Back to the controller........................................




















Note:  This lesson may offer useful explanations for 
the DT curriculum codes above and elaborations in 
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index.html
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http://theotherartofcomputerprogramming/index.html







to connect the html file to the style of its 
elements, we specify the following:
<link rel=”stylesheet” type=”text/css” href=”style.css”
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VIEW
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VIEW
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#content {
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How forms work when “submit” is 
pressed
GET
The other art  ...
copyright
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Once the route is 
triggered the controller 
generates the view file
todolist app views items
newhtml.erb
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create a global variable 
to contain an array of 
items or a list
show all the items in the 
list on the view create a new item
make a new item delete the item edit the item
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http://theotherartofcomputerprogramming/index.html
Testing your Ruby application
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